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IDENTIFICATION & OWNERSHIP

LA Number:     
AR Number:      
Other Site Number/Name:      
Current Site Owner(s):      

RECORDING INFORMATION

NMCRIS Activity Number: (assigned during site registration)         
Recorder(s)/Agency:                                                                                                          
Recording Date:                                                  
Recording Activities:  visual inspection	 photography     mapping/drawing    surface collection   other activities:      
Repository for Photos, Maps, Collections:           


LOCATION (include multiple feature locations under Narrative)

UTM Coordinates (center of site):  Zone:                E:                  N:           
Datum:   NAD 27  NAD 83 WGS 84   Other:         
Township:       NS   Range       E W       Section         1/4 Sections                                    
USGS Quadrangle:       
Directions to Site:      


SITE/TYPE

  Simple Feature(s): petroglyphs, agricultural features, shrines, cairns, etc.	
		  Artifact Scatter: lithic &/or ceramic scatters, quarries, etc., with no other features
 Artifact Scatter w/Features: artifact scatter plus fire-using features, storage facilities, or      other features

Single Residence: artifact scatter (with or without features) plus a single residential structure  	
		 Multiple Residence: artifact scatter (with or without features) plus >1 residential structure 
 		 Residential Complex/Community: multiple residences plus public areas/structures like 
 plazas, towers, kivas
  Other Site Type (specify): 


CULTURAL/TEMPORAL AFFILIATIONS

Cultural Affiliation:                
Period of Occupation:       
Latest Period (if any):          		(leave blank to use default occupation dates)  
Dating Status:  radiocarbon  dendrochronology  archeomagnetism   obsidian hydration  
 relative dating methods  other methods:  
Basis for Cultural/Temporal Affiliations:       
\	
SITE CONDITION

Disturbance Sources:  no disturbance   wind erosion  water erosion  bioturbation  
vandalism   construction
 other source: 
Vandalism:    no vandalism observed  surface disturbance  damaged/defaced architecture 
 manual excavation   mechanical excavation   defaced glyphs  
other:      
Observations on Site Condition:      








PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION (enter data for multiple sites under narrative description)

Site Dimensions:       X        meters      (max. length x max. width)                
Height of features above local ground level:      
Basis for Dimensions (choose one):   estimated   measured


	
Estimated Artifact Frequency: (total per site)  0    1s    10s    100s   1,000s   >10,000
Observed Artifact Types:   chipped stone debris    chipped stone tools   projectile points   
 manos/metates    fire-cracked rock    ] prehistoric ceramics     bone     human burials   
 glass    metal    historic ceramics   other (specify):       


Vegetation Community (choose one or two):  conifer forest    pinyon-juniper    grassland   
 desert scrubland    marshland  other community (specify): 
Topographic Location:     bench              dune	                          low rise	          ridge
alluvial fan		blowout	       flood plain/valley	    mesa/butte      rockshelter
arroyo/wash	canyon rim       foothill/mountain front  mountain         saddle
badlands		cave	       hill slope		    canyon floor    talus slope
base of cliff	cliff/scarp/bluff hill top		    	    plain/flat	          terrace
 talus slope base  constricted canyon                                  lava flow         playa
 other location (describe):      

Observations on Site Setting:      








NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION:      
















Site Sketches (plan view, indicate major features including rock art and include north directional arrow)           

